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The next 5 years in global digital transformation 
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Transformation recipe: take X, connect it, add cloud and smart (IA / AI)



Exponential connectivity, data, intelligence, man-machine convergence 
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Increasingly powerful combinations of man and machine…

Intelligent Digital Assistants (IDAs): VIV, Allo, Alexa, Cortana…
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It’s not about yes/no - it’s about balance!



Offline is the new luxury 



Technology is exponential but humans remain linear *



Technology  
has no  
ethics

…but human societies depend on it



We should not approach this moment based on fear - but 
neither should we proceed without caution 

https://medium.com/the-ai-report/yet-another-great-victory-for-humanity-3a02afe24930#.bx6na06jd

ETA: 2023



If exponential 
technological 
progress and 

transformation is 
indeed inevitable, 
who will control it, 
and who will be in 

charge of 
enforcing the 

rules?



Should Silicon Valley really be ‘Mission Control for Humanity’ ?





Q1 2016: in USA/Canada, 
Facebook pulled in $11.86 in 
advertising revenue per user 



“The online world is rife with new forms of addiction, 
for which humans have few immunities” (David Brin)



Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact





Technological transformation example: health, medical and pharma
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This would a very good time to discard outmoded or toxic assumptions

No, you can’t 
just sell 
traditional 
telecom 
services in  
the future!



Network and Infrastructure

Services - Experiences - Platforms 



?
?!

!!!



http://cleantechnica.com/2016/01/15/1-large-luxury-car-in-us-tesla-model-s-2015-sales-comparison/

Question your assumptions - look backwards from the future!



Interfaces: voice control is becoming the new normal





http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/google-allo-unsafe-dangerous-edward-snowden-app-release-date-a7052746.html

Connected 
Location 
Social 
Mobil 
Cloud 
AI



Mobile devices are already our external brains



How can I 
help you? Ask 

me 
any- 
thing

Intelligent  
Digital Assistant



Fundamental change of ‘what things are for’ (via Marco Armant)

eMail and Voice Content, Apps, Media ‘Do things for us’







So who would you allow to go deep-diving in your mind?



With great power comes great responsibility



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

As everything is being connected, security, standards, rules and ethics become crucial



DataMYningDatamining



Magic Manic Toxic

Reminder: technology is a useful servant but a dangerous master





Software is cheating the world ?   
(sorry Mark) 



Transformation with ‘Team Human’



Services - Experiences - Platforms 

Network and Infrastructure





Embrace technology  - but don’t become it!



To be future-ready, spend 5-10% of your time with what might be (not with what is)



Connectivity and Data | Intelligence | Human Purpose



Thanks for your time and attention! 

Download this deck at FuturistGerd.com shortly
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